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Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

6 Points

5

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
04-Apr-2019

The car sold was not as described. The car I purchased
was advertised and sold with a full service history, and
the dealer promised to send the cars service history as
soon as possible (via post) following the sale - as this
had apparently been left with the previous dealer.
Despite several attempts, the dealer lost this in the
post and subsequently failed to provide anything
constituting a service history for the vehicle. They
shouldn't be listed on a trading standards approved
website. Buyer beware.

06-Sep-2016

I have bought a few cars from Keith at Kingsway
motors! Had amazing service, no pressure, the cream
of used cars, with great aftercare, good deals on
finance too! I couldn't recommend this garage highly
enough, great team of guys work here. I have a cousin
coming back from Oz this month, needs a vehicle for
sure Kingway motors will be our first port of call! Sure
they will have what he wants.

06-Sep-2016

I have just purchased a Renault Scenic for my daughter
from Kingsway Motor Company. They were
recommended by Warren of W King Motors who has
looked after her previous car. The service we received
from Westley Waller and his colleague could not be
faulted. We were shown everything about the vehicle
with no pressure at all. He took us for a test drive and
my daughter drove back. It was checked over by
Warren and valeted. All the documentation was in
order and a 3 month AA warranty was included. This
was a very pleasant experience considering that
finding a worthwhile inexpensive car can be very
difficult. I recommend Kingsway without reservation
and will be visiting them when my own, elderly vehicle
finally expires.

02-Sep-2016

I purchased a Mazda MX5 From Kingsway Motor
Company in March 2016 Just in time for the Summer. I
went to Kingsway Motors because of their Buy With
Confidence association. I have had nothing but
enjoyment out of my car and the service that Kingsway
gave me from finding and purchasing the car to the
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collection was of a very good standard.
01-Aug-2016

Vehicle purchased had numerous faults over the first
few weeks of ownership. These included; Gearbox
failure Clutch slipping Cooland errors on dashboard
Wind ingress from drivers side window Rear brakes
faulty and severely corroded Fan constantly stuck on
despite the car not overheating causing noise ingress
when driving Electronic handbrake seizing on
intermittently requiring restarting the ignition before
pulling away Some repairs have been covered by the
warranty with me paying part of the labour costs. Some
repairs I've had to pay for myself. Poor service from
Kingsway refusing to accept they have sold me a faulty
vehicle and take responsibility.
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